A wealth of evidence has implicated the hippocampus and surrounding medial temporal lobe cortices in support of recognition memory. However, the roles of the various subfields of the hippocampus are poorly understood. In this study, we concurrently varied stimulus familiarization and repetition to engage different facets of recognition memory. Using high-resolution fMRI (1.5 mm isotropic), we observed distinct familiarity and repetition-related recognition signal profiles in the dentate gyrus (DG)/CA3 subfield in human subjects. The DG/CA3 demonstrated robust response suppression with repetition and familiarity-related facilitation. Both of these discrete responses were predictive of different aspects of behavioral performance. Consistent with previous work, we observed novelty responses in CA1 consistent with "match/mismatch detection," as well as mixed recognition signaling distributed across medial temporal lobe cortices. Additional analyses indicated that the repetition and familiarity-related signals in the DG/CA3 were strikingly dissociated along the hippocampal longitudinal axis and that activity in the posterior hippocampus was strongly correlated with the retrosplenial cortex. These data provide novel insight into the roles of hippocampal subfields in support of recognition memory and further provide evidence of a functional heterogeneity in the human DG/CA3, particularly along the longitudinal axis.
Introduction
Recognition memory refers to the ability to judge the previous occurrence of stimuli (Brown and Aggleton, 2001 ) and is a critical mechanism for learning from one's experiences and adapting to one's environment. This function has been primarily attributed to structures in the medial temporal lobe (MTL), consisting of the hippocampus and adjacent entorhinal (EC), perirhinal (PRC), and parahippocampal (PHC) cortices (Eichenbaum et al., 2007) . However, the exact computational and functional nature of these regions is still a matter of ongoing research.
Brown and Aggleton (2001) previously characterized several recognition-related changes in neural firing based on neurophysiological recordings in nonhuman primates. These include familiarity (suppressed activity to familiar stimuli only, regardless of repetition), recency (suppressed activity to repetition, regardless of familiarity), and novelty (suppressed activity to repetition of novel stimuli and decreased firing rate to familiar stimuli). These signals have been observed in various regions along the parahippocampal gyrus (Buffalo et al., 1998; Murray and Bussey, 1999; Wan et al., 1999) , and a single region may exhibit many different firing patterns in support of recognition without clear spatial topography (Brown and Aggleton, 2001) .
Compared with cortical regions, recognition signals in the hippocampus are less well understood. Some previous studies of the hippocampus have revealed response modulation associated with recognition (Wan et al., 1999; Jutras and Buffalo, 2010) , and hippocampal lesions have been found to produce recognition memory deficits (Clark et al., 2000; Manns et al., 2003) . However, this is a complex and unresolved issue given that hippocampal lesions have also been observed to have selective effects on "recollection" (context-rich retrieval of an event in memory) but not "familiarity-based" memory judgments (a general, decontextualized sense of remembering; Düzel et al., 2001; Yonelinas et al., 2002; Fortin et al., 2004) . As such, the hippocampus likely contributes to, but is not equally necessary for, all forms of recognition memory (Barker and Warburton, 2011) .
A common result in human neuroimaging studies is a form of novelty signal profile in the hippocampus, often referred to as "match/mismatch" signaling. Here, responses are modulated by a stimulus having been previously presented and "matching" or "mismatching" with respect to future presentations (Kumaran and Maguire, 2006, 2007; Duncan et al., 2009) , particularly in subregion CA1 (Duncan et al., 2012) . Another often-studied phenomenon is suppression of BOLD activity in the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) and CA3 subregions with stimulus repetition (Bakker et al., 2008; Lacy et al., 2011) . This may be a type of recognition signal such that the lack of a novelty effect signifies a lesser need to encode a stimulus. Whereas DG/CA3 activity is reduced in response to repeated items, it fails to do so in response to novel information, even if highly similar to information in memory.
Much of our knowledge about the importance of these structures is based on studying the effects of lesions to MTL structures (Zola-Morgan et al., 1989; Suzuki et al., 1993; Murray et al., 1998; Norman and Eacott, 2005) , and recorded activity (e.g., via fMRI) has been interpreted as confirming their respective roles (Yonelinas et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2009; Diana et al., 2012) . However, there is little existing evidence of the behavioral relevance of particular signals measured in the hippocampus (for one example, see Hannula and Ranganath, 2008) . In the present study, we sought to observe and characterize recognition signals in human hippocampal subfields and MTL cortices, as well as the behavioral relevance of these signals.
Materials and Methods
Participant selection. Twenty-three healthy volunteers were recruited from the local student community by institutional E-mail and flyer advertising. All participants were compensated for their time, and informed consent was obtained in accordance with the local Institutional Review Board. Exclusion criteria included any major medical conditions (e.g., heart disease, diabetes), neurologically active medications, and current diagnosis of a mental or psychiatric disorder (e.g., schizophrenia, depression). Of the original sample, four participants were excluded because of technical issues, and one was excluded because of excessive motion in the scanner. This resulted in a final sample of 18 healthy participants (8 females, 10 males; mean Ϯ SD age, 23.7 Ϯ 3.9 years).
Scene repetition task. Two types of recognition are particularly relevant to this investigation and can be used to dissociate different signal profiles. One is recognizing stimuli that are familiarized (preexperimentally), and the other is recognizing stimuli that are repeated within the experiment.
As such, participants were tested on unfamiliar stimuli that were repeated within session and on stimuli that were preexperimentally familiarized and repeated.
The behavioral task consisted of two phases. The first phase was an out-of-scanner training phase in which participants were familiarized with 80 pictures of widely recognizable scenes (e.g., the Mona Lisa; Fig.  1a ). These recognizable stimuli were chosen to facilitate recognition and maximize familiarization with the images to be tested. Participants were instructed to indicate via button press whether they did or did not recognize the scene depicted and to study the image. Subjects had 10 s to view each image and read the associated information (a verbal label for the item), with 1 s between each image.
Approximately 24 h later, subjects completed an in-scanner test phase (Fig. 1b) . In this phase, participants viewed 80 familiarized scenes for the first time within session (Familiar first) and a second time (Familiar second). Participants also viewed 80 unfamiliar scenes for the first time (Unfamiliar first) and a second time (Unfamiliar second). Finally, participants viewed 160 novel foil images that were never repeated in the experiment (Foils). In total, this phase consisted of 400 trials. Scenes were viewed for 2500 ms each, with an interstimulus interval of 500 ms. During the presentation of each scene, subjects were tasked with judging whether that scene was encountered before or not (including those recognized from the study session on the previous day and those repeated within the test session).
In the context of this experiment, we have operationalized "familiar" stimuli such that participants were trained on these stimuli before the test session. We note that, importantly, this is distinct from dual process models of memory, which describe remembering in terms a general sense of familiarity versus an episodic "recollective" experience ( Ranganath and Ritchey, 2012). As such, our operational use of "familiar" applies selectively to stimuli that were trained. This designation further applies because some iteration of these stimuli have probably been seen on numerous past occasions (this potentially involves a greater semantic component to these stimuli as well, but nonetheless enhances familiarization in line with our manipulation). We also note that, with respect to our experimental design, Unfamiliar first scenes were no different from Foils, although these were treated as different trial types in analysis for baseline and quality-assurance purposes (see below, Image processing and analysis). The in-scanner test phase took 20 min and was divided into four runs of 5 min each. Trials were presented in random order, and each run contained all four conditions. We used PsychToolbox (Brainard, 1997) via MATLAB (MathWorks) for stimulus presentation and behavioral response collection.
Analysis of behavioral data. In analyzing the proportion of correct responses, the data were divided into correct rejection of previously unseen images (novel Foils and Unfamiliar first correct rejections) and target hits on previously seen images (Familiar first hits, Familiar second hits, and Unfamiliar second hits). Given the different nature of these types of correct responses, we chose to make comparisons within response type rather than across responses. We additionally collected response latency and analyzed this variable using the same procedures as accuracy (correct rejections and target hits separately).
MRI data acquisition. fMRI data were collected using a 3 tesla Philips scanner equipped with a 32-channel SENSE head coil using both higherorder shims and SENSE parallel acceleration techniques. Functional images were collected using a high-speed echo-planar single-shot pulse sequence with a field of view of 96 ϫ 96 mm, flip angle of 70°, SENSE factor of 2, TR of 1500 ms, TE of 35 ms, a 4 TR initial skip, and resolution of 1.5 mm isotropic. In each run, 19 triple-oblique axial slices were acquired aligned to the principle axis of the hippocampus bilaterally. This resulted in partial acquisitions of the brain but fully included the hippocampus and surrounding MTL cortices, as well as partial coverage of cingulate and parietal cortices, including the retrosplenial cortex (RSC).
We additionally collected a high-resolution structural MPRAGE scan with a field of view of 240 ϫ 240 mm, flip angle of 9°, TR of 12 s, TE of 5.9 s, matrix size of 384 ϫ 384, and 0.65 mm isotropic resolution. SENSE parallel imaging was used in two directions (2 ϫ 1.5), yielding an overall volume of 231 slices.
Image processing and analysis. Functional image preprocessing and univariate analyses were performed with AFNI (Analysis of Functional NeuroImages) software (Cox, 1996) . Significant motion events (3 mm rotation or 2 mm translation or greater in any direction) and the preceding and following TRs were censored and excluded from analyses. Functional images were corrected for slice timing and head motion and were detrended across acquisitions using a first-order (linear) polynomial to further reduce the influence of drift in the scanner signal over time. Volumes were aligned to Talairach space, and partial functional acquisitions were aligned to structural volumes and were smoothed with a 2 mm Gaussian kernel to improve statistical fit.
Cross-participant alignment was performed using ANTS (Advanced Normalization Techniques) software (Avants et al., 2009) . Before group registration, each participant's structural and functional data were aligned to Talairach space. The structural and functional volumes were then aligned to a common template (0.65 mm isotropic). Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined anatomically in accordance with the atlas of Duvernoy (1998). Cortical ROIs included the PRC, PHC, EC, and RSC. Hippocampal ROIs included CA1, subiculum, and a combined DG/CA3 subregion. There are several anatomically and functionally informed reasons underlying our decision to avoid attempts at separately analyzing the DG and CA3 in our data. First, a fairly sizeable portion of CA3 is in fact encapsulated within the DG in the coronal plane, which is extremely difficult (if not altogether impossible) to visually distinguish even with 0.55 mm isotropic structural MRI. Therefore, at 1.5 mm BOLD resolution and given the inherent spatial blur of fMRI data, the validity of separating DG from CA3 signals would be tenuous at best. Second, the anatomy of the two regions is somewhat atypical in that DG granule cells, although numerous, fire sparsely, and CA3 pyramidal cells are connected recurrently in a positive feedback network, with both regions under tight inhibitory control (Yassa and Stark, 2011) . Furthermore, based on extensive work in rodents, we know that activity in CA3 is heavily influenced by activity upstream in the DG. These issues are regularly and actively discussed at the Hippocampal Subfield Segmentation Summit meetings (HS3 Conference; http://hippocampalsubfields.com), an international collaborative effort dedicated to deriving an anatomically validated, unified protocol for hippocampal segmentation on MRI scans.
3D deconvolution (Cox, 1996) based on multiple linear regression was performed with respect to trial type (i.e., familiarization and repetition). Novel images that were never repeated (i.e., Foils) were not modeled and were thus used as the implicit baseline condition. Importantly, these trials do not in principle differ from unfamiliar first presentation (Unfamiliar first correct rejections) trials such that these trials should not differ from baseline (an internal control condition that bolsters the validity of differences from baseline observed in other modeled trial conditions). Parameter estimates (␤ coefficients) resulting from the regression estimated activity versus baseline and the sum of ␤ coefficients over the expected hemodynamic response (3-12 s after trial onset) were taken as the model's estimate of the relative response to each trial type. Signal was averaged across all voxels within each anatomical ROI. The data were subjected to a series of planned 2 ϫ 2 repeated-measures ANOVAs with familiarization (familiar vs unfamiliar) and repetition (first vs second presentation) as fixed factors. Because voxels were selected on a purely anatomical basis, voxel selection biases are avoided entirely.
Beyond a general assessment of signal profiles across regions, we sought to determine the extent to which each region featured the three targeted recognition signal profiles. Toward this end, we conducted a second-level 2 ϫ 2 ANOVA with the same parameters as the analysis described above. We thresholded the resulting statistical map using a voxelwise error rate of p Ͻ 0.05 based on the omnibus F. This served to exclude voxels from the analyses whose activity was probabilistically attributable to noise (i.e., null voxels). In the remaining voxels, we ran a priori specified contrasts to assess the extent to which active voxels conformed significantly to particular canonical recognition signal profiles. We define contrast weights (cw) for these directed hypothesis tests below. First, we created a contrast mask for familiarization [Unfamiliar first correct rejections (cw:1) and Unfamiliar second hits (cw:1) Ͼ Familiar first hits (cw:Ϫ1) and Familiar second hits (cw:Ϫ1)], recency [Familiar first hits (cw:1) and Unfamiliar first correct rejections (cw:1) Ͼ Familiar second hits (cw:Ϫ1) and Familiar second hits (cw:Ϫ1)], and novelty [Unfamiliar first correct rejections (cw:3) Ͼ Unfamiliar second hits (cw:Ϫ1), Familiar first hits (cw:Ϫ1), and Familiar second hits (cw:Ϫ1)] across all ROIs. Despite the fact that our contrasts were a priori planned contrasts, we conservatively opted to use a multiple comparison correction; thus, all results were Bonferroni-corrected at a final critical ␣ of p ϭ 0.017 (accounting for three mask conditions). Each voxel was designated to whichever contrast most robustly captured its variance (i.e., the largest F statistic in a winner-take-all manner), and if none of the three specific contrasts were significantly evident, we designated that voxel into an other/none category. This resulted in an approximate percentage of voxels conforming mostly to any of the three contrasts, or other/none. We note that, under this thresholded approach, a healthy proportion of other/none voxels are anticipated. This could be attributable to signal profiles we did not anticipate and model or simply noisy voxels that we failed to filter out with our masks. We additionally note that the approach taken in this analysis is mostly distinct from our first-level analysis and, although potentially redundant in overall results, does not affect the type 1 error rate of the first-level ANOVA for a given ROI. Although we indeed took note of the extent to which contrast masks shared overlapping voxels, the only ROI in which this overlap exceeded 25% of the surviving voxels was the PHC, but this did not affect the conclusions drawn about this or any other ROI (see Results).
Statistical testing. We compared accuracy and response latency of correct rejections using an independent samples t test for each measure (because these measures comprise separate families of data, no corrections are necessary). We note that these comparisons are expressly expected not to differ given that, during the initial presentation of an unfamiliar item, it is essentially no different from a novel Foil trial. Target hits and respective response latencies were each assessed with a repeated-measures ANOVA with trial type as the single within-subjects factor. Significance was assessed with correction for nonsphericity of error. A significant omnibus F statistic was interrogated post hoc using Tukey's HSD, which accounts for ␣ inflation given multiple pairwise comparisons. All tests were two tailed, with an initial ␣ of p ϭ 0.05 (before any adjustments).
Statistical testing of fMRI data was first evaluated via a three-way ANOVA (2 ϫ 3 ϫ 4 for hemisphere ϫ region ϫ trial type) across hippocampal subfields and across MTL cortices to observe general effects and interactions across the hippocampal and cortical datasets. Although informative, this yields a highly complex view of the dataset. Specific and more tractable analyses were performed using a repeated-measures ANOVA for average ␤ coefficients over each ROI as a function of trial condition. Post hoc comparisons after a significant ANOVA were conducted using contrasts (chosen over Tukey's test given four levels of the independent variable). Contrasts weigh the means of the respective conditions to generate a sum of squares for each comparison, which is divided by the appropriate error term from the omnibus ANOVA to generate an F statistic. Analyses were Greenhouse-Geisser corrected for nonsphericity when appropriate. Post hoc contrasts were corrected for ␣ inflation using Scheffé's method, which adjusts the critical F statistic on the basis of the number of conditions modeled in the initial ANOVA (for the present analyses, N Ϫ 1 conditions ϭ 3; critical F ϭ 4.451; thus, critical F S ϭ 13.353). All correlational analyses were Bonferroni corrected for a given family of data, and tests reported as being significant surpassed the adjusted threshold. As with behavioral analyses, all tests were two tailed, with an initial ␣ of p ϭ 0.05 (before any adjustments). Effect sizes are reported as partial -squared values ( p 2 ). ANOVAs over behavioral variables and mean ROI activity were conducted in SPSS version 22.0 (IBM SPSS). Post hoc analyses were performed and adjusted for multiple comparisons and nonsphericity using in-house spreadsheets created in Microsoft Excel.
Results

Behavior
Accuracy
An independent samples t test revealed that subjects did not differ in the proportion of novel Foil correct rejections and Unfamiliar first correct rejections (t (17) ϭ 1.01, p ϭ 0.331; Fig. 1c ). Although the unfamiliar trials are repeated at a later time, Unfamiliar first trials are essentially novel Foils in their first iteration. As such, this result is expected and is essentially confirmatory.
A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of trial type on hit rate (F (2,34) ϭ 68.609, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 1c) . Post hoc contrasts via Tukey's HSD (critical q ϭ 3.11) revealed that subjects demonstrated a greater proportion of Familiar second hits than Familiar first hits (q ϭ 9.43, p Ͻ 0.05), as well as Unfamiliar second hits (q ϭ 17.34, p Ͻ 0.05). Furthermore, hit rate was greater for Familiar first items than Unfamiliar second items (q ϭ 9.28, p Ͻ 0.05). These results suggest that pretest familiarization conferred a general benefit for recognition and that a second repetition of a familiarized item conferred additional benefit, boosting performance to ceiling for Familiar second trials.
Reaction times
An independent samples t test revealed that subjects' mean response latency did not differ between novel Foil correct rejections and Unfamiliar first correct rejections (t (17) ϭ 0.77, p ϭ 0.292; Fig. 1d ). As per the analogous test on correct rejection rates above, this result confirms that subjects did not differ in reaction times across these trials.
A second ANOVA (sharing the same design) revealed a significant effect of trial type on response latency for target hits (F (2,34) ϭ 25.84, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 1d ). Post hoc contrasts via Tukey's HSD (critical q ϭ 3.11) revealed that subjects were significantly faster at Familiar second hits than Familiar first hits (q ϭ 7.26, p Ͻ 0.05), as well as Unfamiliar second hits (q ϭ 13.27, p Ͻ 0.05). Familiar first hit trials were furthermore significantly faster than Unfamiliar second hit trials (q ϭ 3.95, p Ͻ 0.05). In line with the previous analysis on hit rate, this shows that, in addition to increased target recognition, familiarization was associated with faster response times and that a second repetition of a familiarized item elicited notably faster accurate responses than other trial types.
fMRI Activity did not differ in any ROI between Unfamiliar first correct rejections trials and baseline (Foils; t test against zero, all p Ͼ 0.05). Consistent with the absence of behavioral differences, this supports our use of novel trials as a baseline condition against which memory-related signals are measured and suggests that this baseline was validly established. We did not observe significant modulations in either left or right subiculum (omnibus ANOVA, both p Ͼ 0.05), and that data will thus not be discussed. However, data across hemispheres for this ROI can be viewed in Figure 2 , e and h.
We first took a very general approach to the data and performed a three-way ANOVA (2 ϫ 3 ϫ 4 for hemisphere ϫ region ϫ trial type) across hippocampal subfields (regions: CA1, subiculum, and DG/CA3) and MTL cortices (regions: PRC, PHC, and EC) to assess significant effects across the dataset. Segmentation of hippocampal subfields and MTL cortices can be seen in representative anterior (Fig. 2a) and posterior (Fig. 2b) slices.
Across hippocampal subfields, we observed a significant effect of region (F (2,30) ϭ 6.268, p ϭ 0.01 corrected) and trial type (F (3,45) ϭ 4.940, p ϭ 0.006 corrected) but no effect of hemisphere (F (1,15) ϭ 0.742, p ϭ 0.403 corrected). We further observed a significant interaction between region and trial type (F (6,90) ϭ 5.887, p Ͻ 0.001 corrected). No other interactions reached significance. Thus, in general, hippocampal subfields were indeed modulated by at least some aspect of recognition memory in this task, and this extent of this modulation varied across our ROIs.
The ANOVA in MTL cortices revealed significant effects of region (F (2,30) ϭ 5.044, p ϭ 0.016 corrected) and trial type (F (3,45) ϭ 9.702, p ϭ 0.001 corrected) and a modest effect of hemisphere (F (1,15) ϭ 4.775, p ϭ 0.045 corrected). Similarly to hippocampal subfields, we observed an interaction between region and trial type (F (6,90) ϭ 5.497, p Ͻ 0.001 corrected). We additionally found a significant interaction between region and hemisphere in MTL cortices, as may be expected given an effect of hemisphere (F (2,30) ϭ 5.202, p ϭ 0.012 corrected). Thus, MTL cortices appear to have been modulated by the recognition memory task as well, with potential laterality of effects.
The above analyses indicate two important points. First, activity in our hippocampal and cortical ROIs were significantly modulated by the recognition task conditions. Second, these modulations significantly varied across the ROIs. We next sought to parse these modulations as a function of trial type, and assess responses to familiarized stimuli and repetition. Toward this end, we interrogated signal profiles across each ROI individually. For regions in which activity was highly consistent across hemispheres, data were collapsed for the sake of more straightforward analyses (but Figs. 2 and 7 display data from each hemisphere for hippocampal ROIs and MTL cortical ROIs, respectively). For regions with differences in responses across trial types, left and right hemispheric data were considered separately to assess their unique signal profiles.
Hippocampal ROIs
The left CA1 demonstrates novelty signaling We did not observe significant deviations from baseline in the right CA1 (F (1,17) ϭ 0.172, p Ͼ 0.05). Laterality of effects in BOLD fMRI data is not uncommon and varies from study to study. It is often difficult to draw conclusions about hemispheric effects, which can be a product of significance thresholding or failure of an ROI in a particular hemisphere to sufficiently demonstrate an effect via the BOLD signal. That is, it is possible that memory-related processing is occurring at the neuronal level and simply is not being reflected in the BOLD signal. With this in mind, additional analyses in CA1 are limited to the left hemisphere. A repeated-measures ANOVA in the left CA1 revealed significant effects of familiarization (F (1,17) ϭ 4.519, p ϭ 0.048, p 2 ϭ 0.21) and repetition (F (1,17) ϭ 10.654, p ϭ 0.005, p 2 ϭ 0.385). An interaction was marginal but not significant (F (1,17) ϭ 3.948, p ϭ 0.063, p 2 ϭ 0.188) (Fig. 2d) . Post hoc contrasts revealed that the left CA1 robustly demonstrated novelty signaling (F (1,17) ϭ 15.453, p Ͻ 0.05 corrected). We note that modulations here were globally above baseline, although we cannot draw strong conclusions based on the directionality of the BOLD signal. Interestingly, despite significant main effects, specific contrasts assessing familiarity and recency signals were not significant (p Ͼ 0.05 corrected).
We next quantified voxels as a function of signal profile. This analysis revealed that a majority (53%) of voxels in the left CA1 indeed conformed to novelty signaling (Fig. 2g) . Comparatively few voxels conformed to the familiarity or recency signal contrasts. The observation of novelty signaling in CA1 is consistent with previous reports of match/mismatch detection in this hippocampal subfield (Duncan et al., 2012) . However, this terminology carries computational connotations beyond a novelty signal that we cannot confidently speak to in our data. Additionally, our experimental design and novelty response profile have several important distinctions. We note that our familiarized stimuli are exact repetitions and our novel stimuli are (to our knowledge) entirely novel. As a consequence, our global novelty-related modulation may demonstrate properties of either match or mismatch signals but not capture a binary match/ mismatch computation per se (i.e., there is little if any partial overlap among stimuli on which to perform such a computation).
The DG/CA3 shows heterogeneous recognition signals
Activity in the DG/CA3 was highly consistent across the left and right hemispheres and was thus collapsed for the following analyses (for visualization of both hemispheres, see Fig.  2c ). A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed significant effects of familiarization (F (1,17) ϭ 12.533, p ϭ 0.003, p 2 ϭ 0.424) and repetition (F (1,17) ϭ 34.861, p Ͻ 0.001, p 2 ϭ 0.672), as well as a significant interaction (F (1,17) ϭ 8.513, p ϭ 0.01, p 2 ϭ 0.334; Fig. 2c ). The significant repetition suppression observed in the DG/CA3 is indicative of recency signaling, and indeed the response profile is strongly consistent with this type of signal.
In line with the significant effect of familiarization and a robust interaction, we observed that, during Familiar first trials, activity was above baseline, unlike Familiar second hit trials. Indeed, a specific . c, Activity in the bilateral DG/CA3 was highly consistent with recency signaling with the exception of above-baseline activity during Familiar first trials, which are parsed in a later analysis. d, Activity in the left CA1 was consistent with match/mismatch signaling, whereas the right CA1 showed no significant recognition signal profiles. e, Activity in the bilateral subiculum showed no significant differences from baseline. f-h, Percentage of voxels conforming to each of the three canonical recognition signal profiles or other/none across hippocampal subfields at a familywise threshold of p ϭ 0.05. Voxels were designated based on whichever contrast yielded the largest significant F statistic.
post hoc contrast assuming a canonical unidirectional familiarity signal was not significant under our corrected threshold (F (1,17) ϭ 8.456, p Ͼ 0.05 corrected), whereas a second contrast indicated that the positive inflection during Familiar first trials was significantly above baseline, as well as all other trials (F (1,17) ϭ 98.52, p Ͻ 0.05 corrected).
As with CA1, we conducted an additional analysis quantifying the percentage of voxels conforming to our targeted recognition signals and confirmed that the DG/CA3 primarily exhibited recency signaling, with 43% in the left DG/CA3 and 49% in the right DG/CA3 (Fig. 2f ) . Comparatively, we saw very little representation of voxels conforming to familiarity or novelty signals. A large proportion of voxels significantly active during the task did not conform to our targeted signal contrasts (i.e., the other/none category), although the above analyses suggest that much of the variability in these voxels likely results from the unanticipated above-baseline Familiar first responses. This further suggests functional heterogeneity in the DG/CA3 during recognition memory.
Activity in the DG/CA3 is predictive of recognition memory performance
We next assessed the relationship between activity in the hippocampal DG/CA3 and performance on the recognition task. We first examined the data in terms of recency signals. We limited our analyses to Unfamiliar second hits (mean Ϯ SD accuracy, 80 Ϯ 10%) because Familiar second hit performance was very close to ceiling and showed very little variability (mean Ϯ SD accuracy, 99 Ϯ 1%). We hypothesized that the extent of repetition suppression would be predictive of Unfamiliar second hit rate. To quantify suppression of activity, we subtracted parameter estimates during Unfamiliar second hits from those during Unfamiliar first correct rejections for each subject, yielding a "suppression index" for unfamiliar trials. We found that the magnitude of repetition suppression in the DG/CA3 was positively predictive of Unfamiliar second hit rate (R 2 ϭ 0.329, p ϭ 0.013; Fig. 3a ) and negatively predictive of Unfamiliar second hit response latency (R 2 ϭ 0.488, p ϭ 0.001; Fig. 3b ). That is, greater repetition suppression was strongly linked to higher hit rates and faster accurate responses.
We next assessed the relationship between the above-baseline activity during Familiar first trials and Familiar first hit rate. We found that activity in the DG/CA3 during these trials significantly predicted Familiar first hit rate (R 2 ϭ 0.526, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 3c ). However, in the case of Familiar first trials, we did not find a significant relationship between DG/CA3 activity and response latency (R 2 ϭ 0.094, p ϭ 0.215; Fig. 3d ). Nonetheless, together with the repetition suppression data above, we demonstrate novel evidence that discrete BOLD signals in the human DG/CA3 are relevant to different facets of memory performance in a behavioral task. Furthermore, strikingly different signal profiles within this same hippocampal subfield are correlated with behavior on different types of recognition trials.
Anterior versus posterior DG/CA3 DG/CA3 functional heterogeneity is parsed by an anterior/posterior division
Given the heterogeneity of the two signals we demonstrated in the DG/CA3 in previous analysis, we sought to determine whether there was a spatial topography to these signals. Recall that we observed robust repetition suppression in this region, consistent with recency signaling and previous observations of activity in this hippocampal subfield (Bakker et al., 2008; Lacy et al., 2011) . However, we also observed a curious above-baseline modulation during the first presentation of prefamiliarized items. Toward this end, we divided the DG/CA3 into anterior (aDG/CA3; Fig.  4b ) and posterior (pDG/CA3; Fig. 5c ) portions using the apex of the uncus as an anatomical landmark for division. This method of segmentation has been used by several previous studies in humans, and various functional distinctions between anterior and posterior hippocampus have been reported (Poppenk et al., 2013) . We found strikingly dissociated signal profiles in the aDG/ CA3 and pDG/CA3. These profiles were consistent across hemispheres and were thus collapsed for additional analysis.
A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that activity in the aDG/CA3 was modulated robustly by repetition (F (1,17) ϭ 47.216, p Ͻ 0.001). However, we did not observe a significant effect of familiarization (F (1,17) ϭ 0.009, p ϭ 0.927) or an interaction (F (1,17) ϭ 0.020, p ϭ 0.882). Thus, the aDG/CA3 demonstrated a response profile of suppression only in response to repeated items, which is highly consistent with a "pure" recency signal (Fig. 4a) . We next examined the behavioral relevance of this repetition suppression from the first to second presentation, as per our whole-DG/CA3 analysis discussed previously. We found that the magnitude of repetition suppression was positively predictive of Unfamiliar second hit rate (R 2 ϭ 0.278, p ϭ 0.024; Fig. 4c ) and negatively predictive of Unfamiliar second hit response latency (R 2 ϭ 0.371, p ϭ 0.007; Fig. 4d ). That is, the repetition suppression (i.e., recency signaling) observed in the DG/CA3 and the behavioral relevance of this signal appears to have been driven by the anterior rather than the posterior portion.
A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that activity in the pDG/CA3 was significantly modulated by both familiarization (F (1,17) ϭ 5.474, p ϭ 0.032) and repetition (F (1,17) ϭ 19.245, p Ͻ 0.001). An interaction was marginal but not significant (F (1,17) ϭ 3.906, p ϭ 0.065). We observed that only the Familiar first hits condition deviated from baseline in this region and that this response was above baseline, contrary to the aDG/CA3 (Fig. 5a) . Indeed, pairwise contrasts revealed that activity during Familiar first hits was significantly greater than during Familiar second hits, Unfamiliar first correct rejections, and Unfamiliar second hits (all F Ͼ critical F Scheffé's of 13.353, all p Ͻ 0.05 corrected). That is, the above-baseline response observed in the DG/CA3 during Familiar first trials appears to have been driven by the posterior rather than the anterior portion.
The RSC is modulated by familiarization, similar to the pDG/CA3
Although repetition suppression has been observed in the past, the above-baseline familiarity signal observed in the pDG/CA3 was indeed surprising. Because none of our MTL ROIs showed this signal profile, our next step was to pose the question of whether this signal may be shared with other regions interconnected with the MTL network. The RSC, the most posterior section of cingulate cortex, has been implicated previously in declarative memory processes, namely recollection (Johnson and Rugg, 2007; Johnson et al., 2009; Vilberg and Rugg, 2012;  Fig. 5d ). It is also hypothesized to be part of a wider "recollection network" together with the PHC and hippocampus (Ranganath and Ritchey, 2012) . We created an anatomical mask of the RSC based on structural scans and collapsed all voxels in this region to sub- Figure 2 , with the addition of the anterior/posterior division at the apex of the uncus. As with the whole-DG/CA3 analysis, repetition suppression in the aDG/CA3 was significantly predictive of both Unfamiliar second hit rate (c) and reaction time (d).
ject to exploratory analysis using our predefined recognition signal profiles. We found evidence for a signal profile in the RSC that was nearly identical to pDG/CA3 (Fig. 6b) . A repeated-measures ANOVA in the RSC revealed a significant effect of familiarization (F (1,17) ϭ 10.749, p ϭ 0.004) and repetition (F (1,17) ϭ 4.596, p ϭ 0.047), as well as a significant interaction (F (1,17) ϭ 8.031, p ϭ 0.011). Similar to the pDG/CA3, pairwise contrasts revealed that activity during Familiar first hits was significantly greater than during Familiar second hits, Unfamiliar first correct rejections, and Unfamiliar second hits (all F Ͼ critical F Scheffé's of 13.353, all p Ͻ 0.05 corrected). This suggests that the signal profile observed in the pDG/CA3 was not spurious by providing evidence of another region demonstrating highly comparable patterns of activity.
The RSC and pDG/CA3 may work together in support of recognition performance
Given the strikingly similar response profiles between the pDG/ CA3 and RSC, we tested correlations between these regions during Familiar first recognition trials. We observed a significant correlation between the pDG/CA3 and RSC during Familiar first hits (R 2 ϭ 0.666, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 5e ), but this correlation was absent during Familiar first misses (R 2 ϭ 0.021, p ϭ 0.569; Fig.  5f ). This difference between correlations during Familiar first hits and Familiar first misses was significant (Z ϭ 2.74, p ϭ 0.031). Thus, the pDG/CA3 and RSC may share a related computation during Familiar first trials but only during successful recognition. Additionally, the RSC shows an above-baseline response during Familiar first trials regardless of whether the response was a hit or miss. However, the pDG/CA3 showed above-baseline activity only during hits, which differed significantly from misses (t (17) ϭ 3.105, p ϭ 0.003; Fig. 5g ). That is, the RSC was modulated by Familiar first trials regardless of behavioral performance, whereas modulations of activity in the pDG/ CA3 were contingent on successful recognition.
Like in the aDG/CA3, we sought to characterize the possible behavioral relevance of these signals in the pDG/CA3. We examined activity during Familiar first hits only and observed that the pDG/CA3 was predictive of Familiar first hit rate (R 2 ϭ 0.642, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 6a ) and response latency (R 2 ϭ 0.526, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 6b ). In contrast, the RSC did not significantly correlate with either Familiar first hit rate (R 2 ϭ 0.011, p ϭ 0.663; Fig. 6c ) or response latency (R 2 Ͻ 0.001, p ϭ 0.980; Fig. 6d ). Together with the dissociation between Familiar first hits and Familiar first misses, these correlations suggest that the pDG/CA3, but not the RSC, was predictive of behavior during recognition of familiarized items when viewed for the first time during the task.
MTL cortical ROIs
The PRC shows familiarity and novelty signals Segmentation of MTL cortices can be seen in a representative anterior (Fig. 7a) and posterior (Fig. 7b) Figure 2 , with the addition of the anterior/posterior division at the apex of the uncus. Activity in the pDG/CA3 and RSC were robustly correlated during Familiar first hits (e) but not Familiar first misses (f ). g, The pDG/CA3 is modulated above baseline only during Familiar first hits but not misses. Conversely, the RSC is modulated regardless of behavioral output.
tion was marginal but not significant (F (1,17) ϭ 3.256, p ϭ 0.089, p 2 ϭ 0.161; Fig. 7c ). Observing the data in Figure 7c , it appears that the most robust suppression occurred in response to familiarized stimuli (Familiar first and Familiar second hit trials), with some modulation occurring in response to Unfamiliar second hit trials. A post hoc contrast revealed that activity in the left PRC was significantly consistent with novelty signaling (F (1,17) ϭ 56.654, p Ͻ 0.05 corrected). Moreover, a directed contrast assessing recency here was not significant given our corrected threshold (F (1,17) ϭ 11.624, p Ͼ 0.05 corrected), suggesting that the significant main effect of repetition was driven mostly by general novelty responses.
Consistent with this account, we found that the majority of voxels in the left PRC responded most robustly in accordance with familiarity signals at 44%, and 21% of voxels most robustly demonstrated novelty signaling (Fig. 7f ) . In contrast, very few voxels were significantly designated as demonstrating recency signals.
Unlike the left PRC, a repeated-measures ANOVA in the right PRC revealed a significant effect of familiarization (F (1,17) ϭ 16.658, p ϭ 0.001, p 2 ϭ 0.495). However, we observed no effect of repetition (F (1,17) ϭ 0.165, p ϭ 0.689, p 2 ϭ 0.011) and no interaction (F (1,17) ϭ 0.035, p ϭ 0.854, p 2 ϭ 0.002; Fig. 4c ). Furthermore, we did not observe a significant novelty response profile via a post hoc contrast (F (1, 17) ϭ 3.502, p Ͼ 0.05 corrected). Additionally, of all voxels significantly active during the task, 66% most robustly demonstrated with familiarity signals, whereas very few were consistent with recency or novelty signaling (Fig. 7f ) . These marked differences between the left and right PRC are likely to have driven the effect of hemisphere and the interaction between region and hemisphere in our first-level ANOVA. Together, these data suggest that the PRC is overall strongly modulated by familiarity, consistent with previous studies (Brown and Bashir, 2002; Diana et al., 2007; Haskins et al., 2008) . However, as evinced by our more heterogeneous left PRC ROI, this region may support other forms of recognition memory, such as novelty signaling.
The PHC shows mixed recognition signals Activity in the PHC was highly consistent across hemispheres and was collapsed for the following analyses. A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed significant effects of familiarization (F (1,17) ϭ 9.355, p ϭ 0.007, p 2 ϭ 0.355) and repetition (F (1,17) ϭ 16.443, p ϭ 0.001, p 2 ϭ 0.492). We did not observe a significant interaction (F (1,17) ϭ 0.175, p ϭ 0.681, p 2 ϭ 0.010; Fig. 7d ). Post hoc contrasts revealed a response profile significantly consistent with novelty signaling (F (1,17) ϭ 32.265, p Ͻ 0.05 corrected) and confirmed the presence of specific recency (F (1,17) ϭ 23.317, p Ͻ 0.05 corrected) and familiarization (F (1,17) ϭ 21.092, p Ͻ 0.05 corrected) response profiles. Thus, the bilateral PHC appeared to express a heterogeneous mixture of recognition signals in this experiment.
Consistent with this analysis, we found a fairly even mixture of voxels across the left and right PHC that conformed to our three targeted recognition signals (Fig. 7g) . Most voxels were responsive to recency (left PHC, 24%; right PHC, 33%) and novelty (left PHC, 30%; right PHC, 23%) signals, although a fair proportion were responsive mainly to familiarization (left PHC, 17%; right PHC, 21%). We note that, among all ROIs, the bilateral PHC was the only region in which voxel overlap via this designation exceeded 20%. We take this as additional support of a great deal of functional heterogeneity in this region of the MTL cortex during recognition memory.
The EC demonstrates novelty signaling
As with previous analyses, we collapsed the EC across hemispheres because of highly comparable response profiles. A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of repetition (F (1,17) ϭ 4.934, p ϭ 0.041, p 2 ϭ 0.225) but no effect of familiarization (F (1,17) ϭ 1.189, p ϭ 0.291, p 2 ϭ 0.177; Fig. 7e ). We observed a marginal but nonsignificant interaction (F (1,17) ϭ 4.224, p ϭ 0.056, p 2 ϭ 0.199). Specific post hoc contrasts revealed significant novelty signaling (F (1,17) ϭ 14.021, p Ͻ 0.05 corrected), whereas activity here was not consistent with recency or familiarity (both p Ͼ 0.05 corrected).
Assessing the relative proportions of recognition signal profiles across the EC, we indeed found a large subset of voxels to show activity consistent with novelty signaling (left EC, 26%; right EC, 44%) and very few voxels consistent with familiarity or recency signaling (Fig. 7h) . We observed a large proportion of noncategorized voxels within this region, which can to some extent be attributed to a lower signal-to-noise ratio and greater signal dropout in the EC (note the relatively large variance in this region via Fig. 7e ).
Discussion
In this experiment, we varied stimulus familiarization and repetition in a task designed to tax multiple facets of recognition memory. Our aim was to characterize recognition-related signals in hippocampal subfields and to further characterize signals in MTL cortices using high-resolution fMRI. Behavioral results indicated a general benefit conferred by familiarization with a stimulus set and a benefit of stimulus repetition. This was evident in an increase in hit rate and a decrease in reaction time in response to familiarized stimuli, and the same basic effects were observed as a function of repetition. These data demonstrate, rather unsurprisingly, that pretest encounters with a stimulus and within-test repetition enhance one's ability to recognize that stimulus (but see Reagh and Yassa, 2014 for a demonstration of possible pitfalls of repetition).
fMRI analyses revealed various recognition-related signals within our hippocampal and MTL cortical ROIs. We observed novelty signals in the left CA1. This is consistent with match/ mismatch detection in this region, in agreement with previous reports (Duncan et al., 2012) . However, as noted above in Results, we opt to describe the signaling as novelty rather than match/mismatch detection in light of aforementioned distinctions and because the latter implies specific computational interplay between CA3 and CA1 that our fMRI data do not address (Lisman, 1999) . We did not observe any significant modulations in either the left or right subiculum. Also consistent with previous studies, we found that the PRC robustly signaled familiarity (Brown and Bashir, 2002; Diana et al., 2007; Haskins et al., 2008; Staresina et al., 2011) . We also observed novelty signals in the EC and a heterogeneous mixture of signal profiles in the PHC.
Furthermore, we characterized the relative proportions of voxels conforming to different signals across our ROIs. This con- Figure 7 . Recognition signals in MTL cortices. Segmentation is displayed in two representative anterior (a) and posterior (b) slices. Activity during Novel Foil trials was used as baseline (zero). c, Activity in the left PRC was consistent with both familiarity and match/mismatch signaling, whereas activity in the right PRC was only consistent with familiarity signaling. d, Activity in the bilateral PHC was consistent with all recognition signals examined, suggesting a mixture of familiarity, recency, and match/mismatch signals. e, Activity in the bilateral EC was consistent with match/ mismatch signaling. f-h, Percentage of voxels conforming to each of the three canonical recognition signal profiles or other/none across MTL cortices at a familywise threshold of p ϭ 0.05. Voxels were designated based on whichever contrast yielded the largest significant F statistic.
this paradigm. That is, perhaps the RSC is involved in a process that would support recollection of studied items studied 24 h previously and perhaps a reconstruction of the relevant neural representations. If this is the case, then perhaps the pDG/CA3 is also involved in such a process, although the output of the DG/ CA3 rather than the RSC seemed to drive behavior. Although data on connectivity between the RSC and hippocampal subfields is limited, there do appear to be reciprocal connections between the RSC and the hippocampus, as well as cortices along the parahippocampal gyrus (Wyss and Van Groen, 1992; Kobayashi and Amaral, 2003, 2007) . The most prominent connections between the RSC and MTL regions appear to be mediated through the subiculum and EC (Aggleton et al., 2012) . Ultimately, the nature and extent of the computational interactions between the pDG/ CA3 and RSC observed here will be a matter of future research targeted at interplay between the RSC and the MTL.
In conclusion, this study used high-resolution fMRI to observe and quantify various recognition-related signals throughout human hippocampal subfields and MTL cortices. Furthermore, we linked activity in the hippocampal DG/CA3 to behavior and found dissociable recognition-related signals in the hippocampal DG/CA3 subfield along the hippocampal longitudinal axis. We also observed robust and dissociable relationships between the aDG/CA3 and pDG/CA3 and respective behavioral indices of recognition. Future studies will be needed to further elucidate the specialized roles of hippocampal subregions along its longitudinal axis. In particular, this study raises questions about the nature of dissociations within the DG/CA3 along the longitudinal axis that may be attributable to the processes required to retrieve the information (i.e., the extent to which elements of a memory trace need to be "reconstructed"), greater reliance on recollection versus familiarity, or the passage of time itself. Experiments can be designed to explicitly tease apart these possibilities.
